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HABITAT TECHNOLOGY

lTime :3 hotirs

(Maximum marks : 100)

PAR| - A
(Maximum marks : 10)

Marks

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries

2 marks.

1. Define the term sixtainable development.

2. List down materials for decoraling walls.

3. Draw the working tiangle in kitchen design.

4. Define focus of earthquake.

5. Define soil erosion. (5x2: l0)

PAK| - B

(Ma,rimum marks : 30)

il Answer any five questions from the following. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Explain earttrs's thermal balance.

2. Explain the formation of trade wind on earth's surface.

3, Explain the principle of balance in interior design.

4. Give characteristics of variow flooring materials.

5. Explain the features of Japanese garden style.

6. Differentiate hard landscaping and softscaping in garden design.

7. Give reasons for the formation of earthquake. (5 x6 : 30)
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PART - C

Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

III (a) What are the factors affecting the climate of a locality ?

(b) Explain various climatic elements.

On

IV (a) Explain urban climate and how does it differ from nral climate.

(b) What are the causes of climatic changes with change in latitude on earth surface ?

UNII - II

(a) Explain the principles of interior design.

(b) Explain colour, its effects and measuring method.

On

(a) Sketch 3D visualization of a bed room showing the layout of furniture and

decoration following the principles of design.

O) Make a list of modem materials for various components of interior space for

design and decoration.

UNtr - III
(a) Give ttre important featurps of Mughal garden with a q,pical example.

O) Design a detailed layout of landscape for a school building in English

garden style.

Vru (a) Dfferentiate formal and informal garden styles with examples.

(b) Explain various artificial components used in landscape development.

UNrr - IV

(a) Explain the causes and remedial methods for soil erosion.

(b) Explain important earthquake resisting techniques for the buildings.

On

(a) What are the codal provisions for nnal buildings in India for resisting earttrquake ?

(b) What are the characteristics of slums in India ? Explain the slum clearhnce

methods.
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